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│Chapter 1: Please follow these steps below.│

 <1>
For the first time you use it, Windows will 
install the drivers automatically. The AutoPlay 
window displays when inserting iKey.

 <2>
When the dialogue box appears, please select “iKey.exe” 
to perform. If it doesn't, select “Computer” from the Start 
menu and find the disk named I KEY. When the window 
appears, double click “iKey.exe” to open the drive. Click 
“Yes” to continue installation when the Security Warning 
window displays.

 <3>
Select the display language you want, click “Next” to 
continue reading the end user license agreement, and then 
click “Next” to ensure your rights.

<4>
Please enter the registration information for official 
rescue service. Click “install” to continue.

<5>
During the process of installation, it will automatically 
jump out of the window requesting for backup key files. 
Please be sure to save the key files. After selecting 
storage device, please click “save” to continue your 
installation.

<6>
Click “Finish ” to complete the installation. System 
will automatically activate “iKey” main menu.



│Chapter 2: Introduction for User Interface.│

 <3>
Below please read the information about icons.

│Chapter 3: Add a new encryption field.│

 <1>
Click “Add Volume (encryption fields)” and select a 
drive that you plan to create encryption fields at.

 <2>
Click “OK” to start creating a volume (encryption field).

 <3>
Volumes (encryption fields) you successfully completed will 
display at Encryption Table. You can check description of the icon 
to know which drive this volume comes from.

Add: To create encryption field at the disk with 
no encryption field. Please refer to Chapter 3 to 
find more information.

About: Show more information about iKey.

Setting: Set up or change the display language and password.

Exit: Safely remove all encryption fields on computer.

Help: Read iKey user manual online.

AES Turbo: When this icon shows, it means this 
device can support AES Hardware Acceleration. 
If there’s no AES Turbo icon, it means this 
device can’t support this function.

AES

 <1>
Secret room displays while inserting iKey or 
you can click “Computer” icon to find it by 
clicking the icon called “I KEY”. When the 
window appears, double click “iKey.exe”.

 <2>
Main Screen
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│Chapter 4: Mount, unmount or delete volumes (encryption fields).│

<1>
Please double click to mount volume (encryption fields); 
or click the right button and select “Mount”.

<2>
The mounted volume icon shows where it is hidden 
in (as “Drive F” shows on the following photo). 
Double click the icon to open the volume (encryp-
tion fields).

<3>
To encrypt files, you just need to move them to volume 
(encryption field), right click the mounted volume icon and 
select “Unmount”. Files will automatically be encrypted 
and invisible.

<4>
Right click the volume (encryption 
field) icon, and select“Record”to 
check all the action (alteration) records.

<6>
Click “OK” after entering 
a password.

<7>
Click “Yes” to delete the volume 
(encryption field) after countdown.

<5>
Right click the unneeded volume 
(encryption field) to delete.
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│  How can iKey hide your secret?  │

What's the difference between iKey and normal 
USB drives? 
Where can I hide my secrets? How much hard 
drive space does iKey have?

Q

A

iKey can create the encryption space in your 
hard disk. When you attach it to your computer, 
the encryption space will appear. You can 
mount it to disk drive in main programs. And 
move the confidential files to the encryption 
space. During the moving process, those files 
will automatically encrypt itself. When you 
finish using iKey, just detach it and the entire 
encryption space will automatically hide itself.

iKey has 8GB storage capacity, but don't worry 
where you hide secrets is in hard disk. In other 
words, iKey can create the encryption space in 
your hard disk, so what you have to do is saving 
confidential files in it, detaching it and the 
encryption space will automatically hide itself.

Q

A

What's the advantage of iKey to create the 
encryption space in your hard disk?

│  How to set up iKey?  │

Which operating system is iKey compatible with? 
Do they have to meet any specific operating 
condition?

Q

A

To avoid improper operation of iKey, so it 
separates two disk drives: 
   

1. Virtual CD/DVD-ROM drive which is iKey main 
    program. 
2. General disk drive which can save files.

iKey is compatible with Microsoft Windows XP, 
Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and so on. It doesn't support 
Mac OS system yet. The encryption space should 
be created on NTFS-formatted storage device.

Q Why it will appear 2 disk drives when I attach iKey 
to the computer?

A
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Which program does iKey install when using 
iKey at the first time? Is there any software?

Q

A

You will use this password when changing the 
setting, deleting the encryption space or using 
“Advanced.exe” to operate your key files. 
  
Attention: 
Even you set up the same passwords, you still 
can't open the original encryption space if you 
don't import your current key files into new iKey.

When first time using iKey, it will automatically 
open setup program to set up driver the 
encryption space needs to your computer. 
Except this, it won't appear any identifiable 
program shortcut on desktop or start menu.

Q

A

When will I use the password I set up during the 
installation process?

│  How to set up iKey?  │

The installation program instructs me to backup 
key file, what is that for?

Q

A

It would be a new iKey after you format it. It will 
make a new key file, so you cannot load the 
original encryption space by the new one. 
Therefore, if you want to format the key file of your 
iKey, please save your original key file before you 
format.

The key file is the only way to makes your iKey be 
the key of the encryption space. iKey can creates 
an encryption space because it. You can make a 
backup key of the encryption space you created by 
import the backup key file.
    
If you lose your iKey and key file, you can apply an 
original key file on MSI official website. Automatic 
customer service system will sends the file to the 
e-mail that users supplied when they were 
registering.

Q After I use “format key file”, may I lose these files 
that in the encryption space?

A



How many encryption spaces can be created on 
the computer?

Q

A Storage devices which meet the conditions can 
be created one encryption space. Storage 
devices should meet the conditions of being 
NTFS file system format.

│  Creating the encryption space  │

Why my disk drive code doesn't appear in the 
list that enables to create encryption space?

Q

A Storage devices which aren't in NTFS format will 
not be showed in the list.

FAQ

When I save files to the encryption space, 
where will them be saved?

Q

A Files will be saved to the disk drive you create 
the encryption space rather than save in iKey. 
Through strict encryption, all files will be saved 
to the undiscovered place. Even being found by 
people, it still can't be open.

│  Using the encryption space  │

If my computer breaks down and I reinstall system, 
will it affect the encryption space?

Q

A Because the encryption space is a part of the data 
belonging to disk drive. If you format the disk drive 
where the encryption space in during the 
reinstallation process. The encryption space will be 
deleted accordingly.

Is that true that I can buy a new iKey and get my 
files back?

Q

A First time when you use iKey, it will produce a 
unique key and request you to backup the key files 
during the installation process. So you don't have 
to worry when you lost your iKey. What you have to 
do is to buy a new iKey and import them into it.

│  What can I do when I lost my iKey?  │

If someone gets my iKey, can he/she get my files in 
the encrypted space?

Q

A No, because iKey is the key for encrypted space. 
Where files saved is at computer rather than iKey. 
As like a door key has been gotten by someone, to 
open the door, the person should first know where 
the exact location of the door is. The person can 
only see files you save in the public space of iKey.


